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and the whole world in a conflagration. In Ireland,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa
the people have no such feeling in respect of their
own governments.
I feel no doubt in my own mind that if Great
Britain is again involved in a world war, the
Dominions will act just as they acted in 1914. I have
no doubts that their full strength will be thrown into
the next great struggle, with results as decisive as in
the past. But so long as human society is divided up
into sovereign states, the first and most solemn duty
of governments is to prevent the outbreak of war,
a task which clearly involves an active, close and
continuous study of world affairs. In countries like
Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway
and Sweden questions of foreign policy are treated
as matters which call for supreme attention. The
proportion of time devoted by governments and
legislatures to discussing them shows that this is the
case. They are fully equipped with the diplomatic
machinery without which no government can be
fully informed on the subject; and their taxpayers
bear the cost.
At the Imperial Conference of 1911 Mr. Asquith
affirmed in unequivocal terms that the British
government could not share the responsibility for
foreign affairs with Dominion governments. During
and since the war that position was abandoned.
After the war full and detailed information on
foreign affairs has been transmitted by cable and
mail from the Foreign Office to Dominion govern-
ments. In recent years responsible ministers in three
Dominions have told me that these despatches were
not circulated by the minister in charge of external
affairs to his colleagues except in moments of crisis.
When a crisis in foreign affairs compels these
Dominion cabinets to consider their position, there
is only one minister who brings to the subject a

